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Photograph in a well lit area
Take the photo as close up as possible so the artwork fills most of
the photo 
Place the paper flat on a solid background 

HOW TO SUBMIT ARTWORK
Email to aruderman@ashar.org

Please include your child's name and grade
 

1- Scan artwork.  If you have a scanner, scanning will produce the
best results for a drawing or painting. 
2- Photograph artwork. For best results please try to:

 
In addition, please send us a photograph your child holding their
artwork. We love to see their smiles! Try to photograph them
against a solid color background or plain white wall.

Hello to all my amazing ASHAR artists!
I hope you and your families are all safe and healthy at home. I miss you all and
can't cant wait to see you again at school where we can draw, paint and create
together in the art room.  Meanwhile, I've put together this selection of spring
projects that you can do at home. Please pick one and make it for the ASHAR

Spring Poetry and Art Journal. There are different project ideas including
drawing, painting, crafts and photography- you are sure to find one that is right
for you.  We will copy the artwork and poems for everyone to see and enjoy.  

I can't wait to see what you create! 
Love,

Mrs Markowitz
 
 

Hello from Mrs. Markowitz!



NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY
Supplies: Grab a digital camera or cell phone

and go outside! 
What signs of spring can you photograph outside?

Email your favorite photo!

K-3

Try taking a picture close up so
it has lots of details!

Look at what is far away
How many different trees and

colors can you see
 

Point the camera at the sky to
capture what you can see



NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY K-5

 
1. Be Observant 
 
Look for signs of spring that you can find in your
yard or on a walk down your street. 
Some ideas for a photograph are: Blossoming
trees, flowers and leaves, and bugs or animals
 
2. Look up . . . look down. . .look close and
far away
 
Point the camera at the sky to capture birds
flying overhead.
Sit down on the ground to get a close up photo
of a plant
Look far away to see how nature forms a
landscape
 
3. Think about if your photo should be
Horizontal or Vertical 
 
Horizontal photos are the wide direction. This is
a good way to capture largeness in landscapes-
use this direction If you want to photograph a big
area like your yard.
Vertical photos are the taller direction. This is a
good way to capture something tall like a flower
or a tree.  
 
4. Email your favorite photo! 
 
 

Supplies: Grab a digital camera or cell phone
and go outside! 

A nature photographer captures photographs of all aspects
of nature, including scenery and animals.

4-5

Look up at the sky
Close up of a flower 

Vertical (tall way)

Look at what is far away
Photograph a large area

Horizontal (wideway)



EARTH ART DESIGNS
Supplies: Grab a digital camera or cell phone

and go outside! 
 Collect natural materials from the ground such as twigs,

rocks, pine cones, dandelions and leaves. Create a design
from your found items. 

 

K-5



DRAW A BUNNY
Supplies: paper, pencil, crayons/markers/paint

K-2

Step 1 Step 2

Step 3 Step 4



DRAW A BUNNY WITH
TEXTURE FUR

Supplies: paper, pencil, thin marker, colored paper
drawing guide on following page

3-5

We can use lines to create a sense of
texture in our drawing. Texture is
the  feeling of a surface that can be
touched. In this drawing we create
texture for the bunny's fuzzy fur.  
 
After drawings the bunny, add rows
of short lines to create the illusion of
fur. You can make your bunny fur
with black marker or choose a fur
color like grey or brown. 
 
Take your time! Drawing the fur
lines can take a while. take a break if
you need to.
 
When your bunny is finished, cut it
out and glue it on a colored paper or
decorate the background. 





DANDELION PAPER 
PLATE CRAFT

Draw leaves and stem on green
paper and cut it out. Or draw
leaves and stem with a green
marker.
Fringe the outside of the paper
plate by cutting towards the
center.
Once you are done cutting, pull
up some of the fringes to make
the dandelion pop out.
Glue the stem, leaves, and top of
the dandelion to the
background paper.

Supplies: small paper plate, colored paper or
markers, scissors and glue

K-2



DRAW SPRING FLOWERS

Supplies: paper, pencil,
marker/crayons/paint

3-5



DRAW A BUG
 

2-3
Supplies: Paper, pencil, markers/crayons

 
Draw a creepy crawly insect.  You can draw your bug in its

nature habitat- where does it live? Some ideas are: on a
leaf, on a branch, in the mud or on the grass.



DRAW A BUG JAR
 

4-5
Supplies: Paper, pencil, markers/crayons

Draw insects captured in a bug jar. You can draw
your own jar or use the template on the following

page. What can you "catch"? 





1- Draw a tree trunk and branches on a piece
of paper.  Not sure where to start? You can
draw the letter Y for the trunk and two main
branches, and then add more smaller Y
shaped branches. 
Another option is to draw the trunk on brown
paper, cut it put and glue it on a blue paper.
 
2- Bundle q-tips together with a rubber band
to create your "paintbrush."
 
3- Pour a small amount of white and pink paint
on a paper plate. (don't have pink? mix red
and white to create it)
 
4- Dab your qtip brush in the paint.
 Stamp the qtips to create blossoms all over
the tree branches.

Q-TIP PAINTED
CHERRY BLOSSOM TREE

 

3-5

Supplies: Paper, marker, white and pink paint, q-tips
(Don't have q-tips? try using bubble wrap)

 



THROUGH THE KEYHOLE
 

4-5

Supplies: Paper, pencil, colored pencil/markers
 
 
 

Design a garden that you can spy through a keyhole in a
door. Use the keyhole template on the following page or

draw your own. 
Create contrast between the colorful garden inside the

keyhole and the plain wall around the keyhole. 
 





Supplies: pencil, glue, scissors, colorful magazines,
lightweight cardboard such as a cereal box, 

 
 
 
 

1- Cut the lightweight cardboard to a smaller size
for your project background. I recommend a size
smaller than half a page of paper. A photo size like
5x7in works well too.
 
2- Draw a spring  scene on the cardboard. 
 
3- What colors will you need to create your scene?
Go through your magazine to find pages with color.
Cut  or tear areas of color into square tiles. Its ok if
you include words or pattern or texture! It will make
your collage more interesting. 
You can organize your paper tiles in an empty egg
cartoon or on paper plates
 
4- Glue the tiles down to create your design. Start
with the large background areas. Next glue smaller
areas which can overlap on the background if
needed. You may need to cut tiles to make them fit.
.

MAGAZINE MOSAIC COLLAGE
 

4-5

empty egg carton or paper/plastic plates to organize papers


